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Abstract 

The article discusses the principle and configuration of the 

piezoelectric beam-lead flexure transducer. The advantages of 

this type of construction are demonstrated in comparison with 

the others, when choosing a sensitive element for a smart 

vibration sensor,. The possibility of using the transducer for 

sensor self-calibration is proved. The variants of structural 

diagrams of an intelligent vibration sensor are submitted, and 

the circuit complexity of the analog part for conditioning the 

signal from this converter is evaluated. 
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The need for primary vibration sensors (sensors) is constantly 

increasing. Control and measurement of vibration fields 

parameters are the foundation for vibration diagnostics in 

aviation, energetics, machine building and shipbuilding, 

rocket technology; positioning systems and emergency 

protection of both highly expensive modern launch vehicles 

and mass devices of intellectual technology. A significant part 

of the need of such sensors is currently covered by modern 

MEMS accelerometers, which are produced in large numbers 

by leading foreign forms (such as, Analog devices, etc.). 

Among the advantages of such accelerometers are their low 

price, market availability and ease of practical application [1]. 

This is due the modern analog-digital nodes being in their 

content, which provides the set of service functions required 

by practicality. Besides, mass production of chips also reduces 

the final cost of the product. 

However, the range of tasks embraced due to these devices is 

greatly outnumbered by those currently requiring a solution in 

science and technology. These include a relatively small 

dynamic range, a significant dependence on operating 

conditions (such as temperature, penetrating radiation), which 

induce the search for alternative design solutions to produce 

highly efficient and inexpensive intelligent accelerometers. 

Next, we consider the possibility of solving the formulated 

problem of constructing an alternative accelerometer, 

implemented based on the well known and widely tested 

piezoelectric transducer. 

As is known [2], all designs of piezoelectric transducers-

accelerometers use the mechano-electric transformation of the 

deformation energy in the piezoelectric element as their 

physical basis, which is the main functional node of the 

accelerometer. These deformations are known to be of three 

types: strain-compression deformation, shear deformation and 

flexure strain. Each design of the accelerometer, based on the 

use of marked deformations, has its own advantages and 

disadvantages. However, a comparative analysis [3] shows 

that flexure type transducers have a very high conversion 

coefficient (high sensitivity) with a relatively simple design 

and small mass and dimensions. Therefore, we further dwell 

on the analysis of flexural vibration transducers. 

Fig. 1 shows a simple construction of a piezoelectric beam-

lead flexure transducer.   

 

 

Fig. 1 shows a simple construction of a piezoelectric beam-

lead flexure transducer (plan view) 1,2 - piezoelectric 

elements, 3- base, 4,5,6 - electrical outputs  

of the piezoelectric elements. 

 

The presented transducer functions as follows.  

The accelerometer is fixed with the base 3 on the object, 

making mechanical oscillations with acceleration а⃗ .. 
Accordingly, the base will also begin to perform similar 

oscillations, transferring motion to the piezoelectric elements 

1 and 2 which are rigidly attached to the base, which, due to 

inertial properties, will bend. The resulting flexural 

mechanical stresses and strains in the body of the piezoelectric 

elements will lead to the generation at their electrical outputs 

of an electric signal proportional to the acceleration а⃗ . 

It should be noted that if electrical voltage is applied to the 

electrical outputs "4-5" and "5-6", then, due to the 

piezoelectric properties of elements 1 and 2, mechanical 

stresses will arise in the latter, which will lead to deformation 
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of the flexures of these elements. In other words, the 

construction of the piezoelectric transducer presented in fig. 1 

can function as accelerometer or as piezoelectric beam-lead 

flexure actuator. Hence, well-developed and optimized 

technologies for the industrial production of actuators 

(currently widely available) can also be used for the industrial 

production of accelerometers. Thus, a combination of two 

important factors, which are  comparatively high efficiency 

(dynamic range, small weight and size, stability under the 

influence of external detailing factors) and the possibility of 

using proven industrial technologies, is the fundamental basis 

for creating a competitive serial vibroaccelerometer.  

It should be noted that the design presented in Fig. 1 has 

another important property, namely, it provides the ability to 

control the conversion coefficient (sensitivity) directly under 

operating conditions, i.e. in accordance with GOST R 8.673-

2009 “GSI. Intelligent sensors and intelligent measuring 

systems ". 

This statement follows from the following reasoning. It is 

known [3] that for an electromechanical piezoelectric 

transducer the reciprocity relation is true: 

ϑ

𝐼
|
𝐹=0

= 
𝑈

𝐹
|
𝐼=0

                                     (1) 

Where  ϑ – is  the oscillatory speed on the mechanical side of 

the mechanically unloaded (with F = 0), transducer, when it is 

exposed to current I on the electrical side; U is the no-load 

voltage (I = 0) on the electrical side of the transducer when it 

is excited on the mechanical side with a force F. 

Applied to an electromechanical transducer (Fig. 1) attached 

to an object, equation (1) describes the reciprocity of the 

transducer properties for its two modes of operation: the left 

side is electrical excitation (actuator oscillating at a speed ϑ in 

the unloaded state) and the receiver of mechanical vibrations 

generated force F acting on the mechanical side. 

It is obvious that if an electric signal is applied to the 

electrodes "4-5" of the piezoelectric element 1, providing 

electric current flow I1, the entire transducer (both 

piezoelectric element 1 and piezoelectric element 2)  will 

oscillate at a speed ϑ1, thus leading to generating the electric 

voltage U2 at the outputs 5,6 of the piezoelement 2. 

It is equally obvious that if the force F acts on the mechanical 

side of the transducer, causing the transducer to oscillate with 

speed ϑ1, an electric signal will appear on the "5-6" electrodes, 

with the U2 value. Since vibroaccelerometers are operated in 

the frequency range that lies below the resonance, for the 

above force F and speed ϑ 2 there is a relationship [4] 

𝐹 = 𝑍ϑ2 =
ϑ2

𝜔𝐶𝑀
                                                   (2) 

Where  Z – is mechanical impedance; 

ω = 2πf, f – is frequency; (ω<<ωр) 

ωр = 2πfр, fр – is mechanical resonance frequency; 

См – is mechanical flexibility of a flexural element  

                        (beam) with a fixed base. 

The reasoning presented allows equation (1) to be rewritten 

as: 

𝜗2

𝐼1
=

𝑈2𝜔𝐶𝑀

𝜗2
,                                    (3) 

Which corresponds to : 

𝜗2 = √𝑈2𝐼1𝜔𝐶𝑀                               (4) 

Therefore, based on (1), the reaction of the transducer in the 

form of a no-load voltage at its electrical output, when acting 

on its mechanical input by force F, is described by the 

expression 

𝑈

𝐹
= √

𝑈2𝜔𝐶𝑀

𝐼1
                                         (5). 

Now let us return to the analysis of the transducer operation 

presented in Fig. 1 operating in the mode of a 

vibroaccelerometer, with acceleration а⃗   producing an effect 

upon its base 3. It is clear that for considered case (ω<<ωр) 

base oscillation with acceleration а⃗  is equivalent to an 

influence on transducer flexural moment with inertia force F, 

equal to: 

𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎                                      (6) 

where m- is dynamic (inertial) flexural element mass. 

Solving mutually (5) and (6) we have: 

𝐾 =
𝑚√𝑈2𝜔𝐶𝑀

√𝐼1
=

1

𝜔𝑝
√

𝑈2𝜔𝑚

𝐼1
=

1

𝜔𝑝
√

𝑈2𝑚

𝑈1𝐶э
                   (7) 

where K – accelerometer conversion factor (sensitivity); 

𝜔р
2 =

1

𝑚𝐶𝑀
; 

𝐼1 = 𝑈1𝜔𝐶э , U1 – electrical voltage at piezoelement 1 input; 

Сэ – electrical capacitance transducer element 1. 

As follows from equation (7), it is necessary and sufficient for 

conducting metrological quality control of vibroaccelerometer 

to electrically excite it from the side of element 1 (using 

current source (I1=const)) and then to measure voltage 

generated on output of element 2 (U2). 

Method constant included in equation (7) – is dynamic 

flexibility См or dynamic mass of piezoelements m. It depends 

only on mechanical parameters of mass and size, which has 

slight variations in mass production with polished technology. 

That is possible due to high tolerance requirement which 

depends on quality of rig and quality of technological steps 

implementation. Therefore accelerometer quality control in 

production could be easily automated since it takes to measure 

only single parameter (U2) for completing the procedure.  

It is clear that method constant being a mechanical parameter 

has a high stability towards outside destabilizing factors and 

operation time. In the table below experimental results are 

shown. The experiment was conducted in such a way: 

accelerometer was put into heat chamber, held for 20 minutes 

under high temperature. After heat exposure measurements 

were made to estimate accelerometer sensitivity with 

proposed method and with comparison method on «Bruel and 

Kjaer» vibrating stand.  
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Table 1. Results of accelerometer sensitivity measurement in 

a temperature range 

Т0С 25 60 80 100 120 140 

Comparison method  
Кт

Кто
 1 0,96 0,95 0,89 0,82 0,8 

Proposed method 
Кт

Кто
 1 0,97 0,92 0,88 0,8 0,78 

 

Analysis of experimental results shows that proposed method 

used for beam-lead flexure vibroaccelerometer allows 

conducting metrological self-control during operation 

regardless of external conditions. 

Therefore transducer recommended in this paper made on the 

basis of beam-lead flexure piezoelectric element can be used 

as the main electromechanical part of intellectual 

vibroaccelerometer. One can point it out of this 

considerations: 

1. Mass production technology for piezoelectric flexure 

elements is well developed in nowadays. 

Technological equipment for this task is already 

present at the market. We can say that it is possible 

to organize mass production of cheap smart 

accelerometer.  

2. It is rather simple to organize metrological quality 

“self-control” as in the conditions of production, and 

so in working conditions. That is drastically increase 

consumer quality of accelerometer. 

Today the main problem while developing structure of 

smart vibration sensor is sufficient reliability in wide 

temperature range with preservation of minimal size of 

device. 

Vibration sensor structure include a number of required 

parts: input transducer, analogue filter, scale amplifier, 

analogue-to-digital converter and microcontroller [5]. 

Connections between these parts are shown at figure 2. 

 

Input 
transducer

Analog 
filter

ADC

MCU

Figure 2. Base structure of smart vibration sensor 

 

According to [6], smart sensor structure must include 

additional sensor elements and input transducers to achieve 

information redundancy or some measures to realize 

metrological self-control function. Therefore the proposed 

structure becomes more complicated as it shown at figure 3. 

 

Input 
transducer

Analog 
filter

ADC

MCU

Additional
sensor

Figure 3. Smart sensor structure with additional measurement 

part 

 

Influence of additional measuring transducer on output 

characteristics of vibration sensor needs to be automated 

and independent from external influence of the whole 

working system. In general according to [6], all self-control 

functions of the sensor must be automated otherwise it 

won’t be recognized as smart. To automate correction of 

sensor data we need to make additional lines from 

microcontroller to input transducer and analogue filter. In 

general this  correction can be made in software but it will 

increase CPU load drastically. The side effect in this case is 

increased power consumption of the sensor.  

So the most efficient solution is to make correction on 

hardware level: adding a few lines from microcontroller to 

input transducer and analogue filter as shown at figure 4. 

Input 
transducer

Analog 
filter

ADC

MCU

Additional
sensor

Control signals

 

Figure 4. Supplemented smart sensor structure 

 

This structure can be made in a single body of embedded 

vibration sensor or physically divided by parts. For example 

input transducer and analogue filter made in sensor body 

and digital part is put into separate body.  The additional 

measuring transducer in this case becomes a separate test 

sensor. This form already can be viewed as a smart 

measuring system.  

This approach decreases temperature range requirements 

drastically for complex chips (ADC and microcontroller) 

and also decreases production cost for sensor part of a 

system. Requirements for analogue cables increase, so is the 

final cost of system (adequate cable with wide temperature 

range cost up to three times more than the same class digital 

one).  
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To use the proposed smart sensor structure we need to solve 

a number of problems beginning with spatial arrangement 

for electronic components and sensitive elements inside the 

sensor. In the end we will have to solve problem of 

manufacturability of mass produced sensors. One of the 

possible solutions in this case is to make the whole sensor 

as an integral chip, or at least its input analogue part [5]. 

We can make a conclusion that flexure beam-lead transducer 

can be used for smart vibration sensor as it provides sufficient 

gain in geometrical size of a sensor itself. Surface area of a 

regular circular or cylinder type of piezoelement will be 

bigger than area needed for integral chip with components.  
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